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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Because water is such an important element for sustaining human life, it comes as no surprise that many writers
use it as an important symbol.

This observation is true

of many British and American writers, both poets and novelists.

It is true in the works of Robert Penn Warren.

The

most obvious example of his use of water imagery is Flood;
A Romance of Our Time, a work in which water becomes a very
important element in both the plot and theme.

In his cele-

brated short story "Blackberry Winter," Warren describes a
flash flood, which becomes central to the theme of the story.
Though there have been some brief critical references to
Warren's use of water imagery in All the King's Men, .none of
these has shown just how much Warren uses the technique to
develop many aspects of the novel.

First of all, water

imagery aids in providing transition for the long novel.
One example of this use of water imagery is Jack Burden's
reference at various points in the novel to seeing thinlegged children splashing in the shallows at Burden's Landing.

During the account of his relationship with Anne, Jack

describes her as such a child.

Later, on the afternoon of

his fateful meeting with Judge Irwin, a much older Jack

Burden repeats the same image.

This image, as well as some

others which frequently recur, helps to unify the novel.
Water imagery also aids in the unfolding of the plot in
All the King's Men.

There are certain incidents in the novel

which depend directly on water imagery.

Certain important

scenes, such as the one during which Jack dives deep beneath
the bay's surface to float upward with Anne, could not take
place without the presence of water.

Had rain not been fall-

ing the night before Anne was to leave Burden's Landing for
school. Jack would not have been put into a compromising
situation with Anne and would not have been faced with his
own inability to achieve the goals he sets for himself.
Other notable authors besides Warren use water imagery
as a key plot element.

The British writer Joseph Conrad

uses the river in Heart of Darkness to get Marlow into the
dark interior.

The American Mark Twain uses the Mississippi

River as a central image in his novel Huckleberry Finn.

In

the Cass Mastern episode of All the King's Men, Warren makes
a similar use of a river.

It becomes a path which leads

Cass to a deeper understanding of himself; Jack, in turn, is
finally able to understand Cass.
Another important use of water imagery in Warren's novel
is the establishing of atmosphere.

During many important

scenes in the novel, rain is falling.

In addition. Jack also

describes another character or his own feelings by using

water imagery.

Some of these comments very definitely slant

the picture of the character involved.

Perhaps the best

example of this is Jack's description of Tiny Duffy's appearance as that of a "drowned body floating upward on the ninth
day."

Many scenes in the novel show nature's gray, rainy

skies complementing the gray mood in which Jack Burden finds
himself.

A good example of this use of water imagery is

Jack's description of his meeting with Sugar-Boy in the raindarkened library following the deaths of Willie and Adam.
Similar uses of water imagery in fixing atmosphere exist
in other notable works.

The use of rain and storms to create

an atmosphere of terror is standard in any Gothic romance.
One of the best uses of an atmosphere so created in a modern
American work is to be found in Ernest Hemingway's novel
A Farewell to Arms.

The human bleakness of the final passage

of that novel matches that of the rain-filled skies.
Rain also influences the actions of the characters in
All the King's Men; it is not always a mood-building device.
The best example of this influence is the rainy evening when
Jack at last gets Anne to the point where he can consummate

Robert Penn Warren, All the King's Men (1946; rpt.
New York: Bantam, 1973), p. 363. All references to the
novel will be to this Bantam paperback edition. Henceforth,
all documentation of passages from this novel will appear,
within parentheses, in the body of the study.

their affair, then finds himself unable to do so.

Had it

not been raining as it was. Jack would have taken Anne swimming or done something else, and he never would have had to
face his indecision, with all its painful consequences.
Water imagery also functions in character development
in All the King's Men.

The appearance of a character may be

described by use of water imagery, such as Adam's "ice-blue
eyes."

So may the behavior of a character, as in Jack's

description of Sadie Burke's anger in terms of a steam engine
and gauge.

Many of Jack's philosophical musings are set up

by the rain, the most important example of which is his
pensive ride back to the city following the argument at
Judge Irwin's dinner party.

Water imagery may show both the

strengths and weaknesses of a character.

Both Willie and

Tom Stark are characterized by the sweat on them during different situations.

A character may also be developed by his

shedding of tears.

In fact, Warren makes liberal use of all

three of the physical states of water in his character development.
The water imagery in All the King's Men has drawn the
most critical attention for its role in thematic development.
Several critics discuss Jack's longing for the innocence of
a baby, and his attempts to hide from reality by diving into
sleep.

In addition, critics make careful note of his even-

tual rebirth near the end of the novel.

Some of their

articles show that Warren makes use of water imagery in
developing these motifs.

One good article is Elizabeth

Kerr's "Polarity of Themes in All the King's Men," in which
she shows Warren's balancing of opposite themes such as
guilt and innocence, flight and return, and death and rebirth.

She points out the importance of some of Warren's

images of innocence, particularly that of Anne floating
beneath the white gull and black storm clouds.

She says,

"This image is comparable, in its spiritual significance and
2
its poetic quality, with James Joyce's epiphanies."

She

also points out that other water images hint at guilt, such
as the one which describes "the scum left on the hard sand
3
after the water has receded."
In another article, "The Narrator's Mind as Symbol:

An

Analysis of All the King's Men," Norton R. Girault also
notices these motifs.

He quotes Warren's passage containing

the image of Jack isolated like a jaybird in the "aqueous
green light" of a tree, isolated from the rest of the worldsafe.

Girault goes on to show how, by striving in this way

and others to return to the innocence of the womb. Jack is

2
Elizabeth M. Kerr, "The Polarity of Themes in All the
King's Men," in Robert Penn Warren's All the King's Men: A
Critical Handbook, eds. Maurice Beebe and Leslie Field (Belmont, Calif.: Wadsworth, 1966), p. 187.
•^Ibid.

in reality forcing himself to the moment of his rebirth,
when he realizes his unity with the rest of mankind.^
Jack suffers until he learns this lesson, not unlike
Nathaniel Hawthorne's Mr. Smith suffers in the tale called
"Fancy's Show Box."

Hawthorne uses the image of the "peni-

tential tear," and prescribes it as a tonic.

Jack finally

takes this step, as a later chapter will show.
Finally, some of Warren's comments in his own critical
essays dealing with other authors' works show that he is
well aware of the many uses to which water imagery may be
put.

In his introduction to Scribner's 1929 edition of

A Farewell to Arms, Warren discusses Frederick's swim in
the Tagliamento River not strictly as an escape, but as a
type of reverse baptism by which he comes to peace with
himself.

Warren claims that "by this 'baptism' Frederick

is reborn into another world; he comes out of the world of
the man alone, no longer supported by or involved in
5
society."
Jack Burden has to undergo just the opposite
process, for he has to learn that he is not above the rest
4
Norton R. Girault, "The Narrator's Mind as Symbol: An
Analysis of All the King's Men," in All the King's Men; A
Critical Handbook, eds. Maurice Beebe and Leslie A. Field
(Belmont, Calif.: Wadsworth, 1966), pp. 101-117.
5
Robert Penn Warren, Introduction to A Farewell to Arms,
by Ernest Hemingway (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons,
1929), pp. xxxii-xxxiii.

rest of society, not apart from it in any way.

We begin to

see Jack's acceptance of his new role in the total human
experience when he discusses swimming in the bay, "which
is a corner of the Gulf of Mexico, which is a corner of the
great, salt, unplumbed waters of the world" (339-340).

Jack

finds this new involvement in the world around him to be a
"heady race and the plunge of the vortex."
to live in his world.

But Jack learns

He is, therefore, a more viable

creature than J. Alfred Prufrock, Eliot's picture of
twentieth-century man, who was totally unable to adjust.
Prufrock says of himself and his friends, "We have lingered
in the chambers of the sea / By sea girls wreathed with seaweed red and brown / Till human voices
drown."

wake us and we

Jack, too, had lingered in the chambers of the sea,

but when recalled to the human world by the voices of society, he did not drown.
Another essay by Warren, this one dealing with Melville,
shows water imagery developing a character's final acceptance of his role.

Of Melville, Warren says:

Melville's act was toward humanity, not away
from it. He renounced all the prerogatives of
individuality in order to enter into the destiny

^T. S. Eliot, Collected Poems, 1909-1935 (New York:
Harcourt, Brace, 1936), p. 17.
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which binds all human beings in one great spiritual
and emotional organism.^
This is the same lesson that Jack Burden has to learn.

By

quoting from Melville's Clarel, Warren shows that he is
aware, as was Melville, of the unity of all human experience.

The image which Warren quotes reads;
Then keep thy heart, though yet but ill resigned—
Clarel, thy heart, the issues there but mind;
That like the crocus budding through the snow—
That like a swimmer rising from the deep—
That like a burning secret which doth go
Even from the bosom that would hide and keep;
Emerge thou mayst from the last whelming sea.
And prove that death but routs life into victory.^
The line which mentions rising from the deep reminds

readers of echoes of the image in All the King's Men.

The

diver image recurs several times, often when Jack recalls
his regaining consciousness after being in a deep, guiltless
sleep.

These images help point out the death of one Jack

Burden and the rebirth of a wiser one.

The new Jack is aware

that he is part of humanity's mainstream, that this stream
is eternal, and that he is in part responsible for the direction which it takes.

By his use of water imagery, whether

in the form of a river, bay, rain, sweat, or tears, and
whether it performs an integral part in the action of the
7
Robert Penn Warren, Selected Essays (New York:
House, 1938), p. 197.
^Ibid.

Random

novel or merely serves as a backdrop, Warren leads Jack to
this realization.

Jack's eventual mature acceptance of his

responsibility as a functioning member of society, and his
ability to achieve peace in that role, show the partial
redemption available to a suffering man while he is still
on earth.

Jack's movement from the mental chaos which is

his throughout most of the novel to the calmness he achieves
in the final passages is the facet of All the King's Men
which carries the most universal impact.

Water imagery is

thus an important part of the thematic development of All
the King's Men.
The purpose of this study is to demonstrate, by frequent reference to the text itself, how Warren uses water
imagery in plot development, the creation of atmosphere,
thematic development, and character development.

One chap-

ter will be devoted to each of these facets of All the King's
Men, and because an image may recur frequently, it may be
discussed in more than one chapter.

The study will show

just how much and in just what ways Warren utilizes water
imagery in constructing the entire body of the novel.

CHAPTER II
WATER IMAGERY AND PLOT DEVELOPMENT
Any novel which has as its setting the American South,
and which pictures its characters actively working and playing in that world, will obviously have to refer quite frequently to water.

In this respect. All the King's Men is no

exception, for water, in whatever quantity it appears—ranging from the Gulf itself to a glass of water to a drop of
sweat—plays an important part in establishing the novel's
environment.

It soon becomes apparent, however, that these

water images are not abundant simply because the South has
a humid climate; they clearly serve some very real, very
useful artistic purposes in the novel.

One area in which

water imagery proves to be important is in the action of the
novel, both in the plot itself and in providing the transitions which help unify the long work.
Of the several roles which water imagery plays in the
novel, one of the most important is that of providing unity.
A water image may be utilized to tie together a sequence of
events.

More importantly, however, a particular pattern of

water imagery may become an echo, a refrain which unifies
widely separated scenes and incidents.

A story that is told

by an impressionable and somewhat scatterbrained narrator
such as Jack Burden, who is given to noticing and commenting

10
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on seemingly irrelevant details, can be confusing.

A reader

who is giving All the King's Men less than one hundred per
cent of his attention may have trouble following its movement
from Burden's Landing to the capitol to Mason City, or from
Jack's responsibility—denying idealism to his belief in the
Great Twitch to his final acceptance of the "awful responsibility of time" (438).

Some of Warren's uses of water imagery

can make these movements much easier to follow.
One image so used first appears in a flashback while
Jack is describing Anne Stanton as a child and recalling the
various stages of her development.

He says about this:

And little girls are fraidy cats and try the surf
with one toe that first day in spring, and when
the surf makes a little leap and splashes their
thighs with the tingle and cold they squeal and
jump up and down on thin little legs like stilts.
That was Anne Stanton. (272)
The second use of this image depicts Jack and Anne in situations far removed from those introduced at the time Warren
first mentions it.

Anne is no longer a very young, innocent

girl, and Jack is no longer an idealistic lad.

This repeti-

tion occurs while Jack is walking on the beach at Burden's
Landing and steeling himself to go tell Monty Irwin about the
results of his long research project concerning the Judge's
past.

Jack notices then "some kids playing in the bright

shallows a quarter of a mile off, thin legged little kids
like sandpipers" (338).

The two incidents in which the

image occurs are widely removed by time; yet the attentive
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reader remembers the echo of the image.

Though Anne and

Willie are lovers and Jack is hurt, it is somewhat comforting
that there are still children playing in the surf at Burden's
Landing.
A second image which recurs in the novel involves the
Anne Stanton-Jack Burden relationship.

Both times the image

appears. Jack is talking to Anne on the telephone.

When

Anne calls Jack to talk to him about making Adam take the
directorship of Willie's hospital. Jack mentions the sensation, on hearing her voice, of "the little leap and kerplunk
in my heart like a frog jumping into a lily pool.
ripples spreading all around" (240).

With the

The Jack Burden who

experiences this feeling is at this time the one who still
sees Anne Stanton as the perfect embodiment of innocent
womanhood; he still feels that Anne is incapable of any
wrongdoing.

The Jack Burden to whom the image recurs is

looking at Anne Stanton from an entirely different point of
view, however.

When she calls again, she is again asking

for his help, this time to keep Adam from resigning after
Hubert Coffee has tried to bribe him.

Jack feels the "leap

and kerplunk, like the frog into the lily pond, just as
before" (312).

He goes on to note, though, that he now

feels something, different, something more than the purely
emotional reaction which strikes him before.

He is now

searching for a way to rationalize his innocence in the chain
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of events which leads to Anne's affair with Willie and robs
him of his view of her in total innocence.

The fact remains,

even if the characters have changed, that Jack is stirred by
his infatuation with Anne.

This thread, running through the

entire novel, is woven in part by the repetition of the image
of the frog leaping into the lily pond.
A different type of water imagery is used by Warren to
illustrate the power that some of his characters hold over
others.

This image is the sound of ocean surf pounding on

the shore, an image used to describe the noise of a large
crowd.

At one point, the image refers to the crowd of people

who gather in the capitol to support Willie when the legislature of the state is considering his impeachment.

Warren

juxtaposes Jack's discussion of the complicated arguments
going on in the legislature against the noise of the simple
people forming the crowd below.

He says the chanting of the

crowd produced a "long rhythm, with a hoarse undertone, like
surf" (148).

The implication is that the crowd has within

itself a power not unlike that of the surf.

Hours later,

when Willie appears before his supporters to tell them of his
victory, he is able to quiet them easily, a feat which the
police have not been able to accomplish.

The noise of the

sea, if not the sea itself, rolls back when he appears, then
closes.behind him when he goes back into the capitol building.

His presence is a tremendously powerful force, as many

other images and events show.
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On its second appearance, this image refers to Tom
Stark, Willie's headstrong son.

Jack is giving a panoramic

view of the sights and sounds of the world in which Tom
lives, and he notes "the bottles and the tourist cabins—the
sea roar of the crowd and always the single woman-scream
spangling the sudden silence like damnation" (204).

Tom,

as does his father, has the ability to make a crowd react,
though the crowds react only to Tom's ability to score touchdowns on the football field.

The fact that both Tom and

Willie are strong individuals becomes important thematically
later in the novel, and the differences between the two are
pictured in greater detail, sometimes by the use of water
imagery in the form of sweat, as will be shown later.

The

repetition of these images shows the power held by these two
characters, as well as restating an idea to draw together
diverse parts of the novel.
Another image related to water which occurs in several
places is that of the dive.
forms.

This image may take different

One is that of Anne Stanton sailing down from the

diving platform into the bay at Burden's Landing.

Another

form involves Jack Burden and his search for forgetfulness
in sleep.
Most of the images of Anne diving return to Jack as he
reclines on a hotel bed in Long Beach, California, dreaming
of his relationship with her.

As he recalls the first
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summer during which he loved Anne, he notes that she loved
to swim out to the platform to dive, and he says she would
"come flying down in the sunlight, and as I watched her
it would be as though nobody else was there" (278).

He goes

on to recall that he would hold his breath until Anne finished the dive and feel a tension inside him which would
snap as she entered the water (278-279).

This description

catches some of the electricity of their relationship that
first sumirier, and shows that Jack, as much as is possible
for him, is devoted to Anne.

The next year, after Jack is

unable to consummate their relationship one rainy night in
his room, he notices that they "made all the same motions
we had made before.
like a bird.

She flew down from the diving tower

She lay in my arms in the moonlight.

was not the way it had been" (299-300).

But it

The sight of Anne

diving, which once caused a tension born of concern and love
for her, now means very little to him.

The fact that Warren

repeats the image without commenting again on its effects
on the characters complements the meaning of the story; the
world and its activities are the same, while the characters
have been changing.
The second way in which Warren uses the image of the
dive is his description of Jack and the act of sleeping.
Sometimes he appears as a diver, sometimes as a man who is
drowning.

Jack goes into three periods of the Great Sleep,
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and all three times Warren compares Jack's longing for innocence in sleep to a man's being immersed in water.

In addi-

tion, two of the three descriptions of the Great Sleep are
prefaced by images of Jack's taking what should have been a
therapeutic drink of water.
The first use of water-sleep imagery in the novel occurs
when Jack is describing the day at Upton, the day when Willie
proves that he is not a hick with a macaroni spine.

Jack

describes his feelings when Sadie wakes him up by saying
that he "came swimming and swaying up from the bottom of a
muddy sleep, like a piece of sogged driftwood from the bottom
of a pond" (85). When one considers the picture this remark
creates in light of what happens the rest of the day, it is
also a nice piece of ironic understatement.

Sogged drift-

wood is out of place around the Willie Stark that was born
at Upton's campaign barbeque that day.

The description of

something floating up off a pond bottom also occurs later in
a description of Tiny Duffy, and offers a comment on Duffy's
character at that time.
The dive images which refer to Jack's periods of the
Great Sleep hint at certain features of his character which
need more discussion than can be given here.
be discussed later.

They will thus

The imagery is mentioned here because

it appears three times.

The first time the Great Sleep is

mentioned is in a discussion of the third interlude, and

17
Warren here uses the image of a drowning man to picture Jack.
When Jack discusses his dinner date with Anne Stanton and
the visit with his father, he says, "I had been sinking down
in sleep like a drowning man in water, and they had flashed
across my eyes again the way people say the past flashes
across the eyes of a drowning man" (107).
The second discussion of the Great Sleep involves that
period when Jack is busy running from his studies at the
university.

Jack explains that he

. . . laid aside the journal and entered upon one
of the periods of the Great Sleep. He would come
home in the evening, and because he knew that he
could not work he would go to bed immediately. He
would sleep twelve hours, fourteen hours, fifteen
hours, feeling himself, while asleep, plunge deeper
and deeper into sleep like a diver groping downward
into dark water feeling for something which may be
there and which would glitter if there were any
light in the depth, but there isn't any light. (189)
The third discussion of the Great Sleep, the one precipitated by Jack's troubled marriage with Lois, has no water
imagery directly involved, though there is an echo from the
others.

In the third period, Jack feels himself "ever fall-

ing toward the center of a delicious blackness" (306).

This

statement recalls the groping diver of the previous time.
Yet another image which binds the widely spaced periods
of the Great Sleep is that of Jack's taking a drink of water.
This incident should be a relatively simple occurrence;
everyone drinks water.

However, when Warren shows Jack doing
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so, he positions the description in such a fashion that it
demands more than passing attention.

The first incident

involves Jack's swilling ten cups of ice water from a cooler
at the Chronicle office, having just quit his job as a reporter.

He drinks them to wash the evil taste from his

mouth, but finds that this is an empty gesture.

He says,

"Then I stood there in the hall with the cold water like a
bulb inside of me" (99). Following this simple bit of narrative, Warren skips a space in the novel, and by doing so
draws the reader's attention; one almost feels he should
wait a polite moment, then applaud, for Warren has dropped
the curtain on a scene of his drama.
Warren repeats this technique when introducing the
Great Sleep which follows Jack's telling of the Cass Mastern
story.

Jack tells of his mechanical actions, his staring

at photographs and blank pages while doing nothing, and concludes the discussion by saying that he "would get up and
get a drink of water, and would stand in the dark kitchen,
holding an old jelly glass in his hand, waiting for the water
to run cold from the tap" (188).

This image brings down the

curtain on the Cass Mastern story and prepares the stage for
Jack's next bout with sleep.
The water imagery discussed thus far has, for the most
part, done little to further the action of the novel, though
it has helped to relate episodes.

There are places in the
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novel where water in some form is crucial to the action
itself.

One example occurs in the text of the Cass Mastern

papers.

Here, water plays a very important part, for it is

the river which carries Cass away from Duncan Trice's house
to recover Phebe, Annabelle's maid.

Annabelle sends her

away because Phebe serves as a constant reminder of the
adulterous love between Cass and Annabelle.

For Annabelle,

sending Phebe away down the river was an attempt at escape
to forgetfulness.

Cass' youthful rashness causes him a

great deal of misery and suffering, for it makes him try to
find Phebe and free her.
web of human suffering.

Instead, he traps himself in the
His trip down the river is intended

to bring him peace; he finds only condemnation and woe.

He

finds more of the same at Shiloh and other battlefields,
and still more at Atlanta, where he dies.

Without Cass'

journey down the river. Jack can never understand, after
surviving all his own suffering, that
. . . the world is all of one piece. . . . the world
is like an enormous spider web and if you touch it,
however lightly, at any point, the vibration ripples
to the remotest perimeter and the drowsy spider
feels the tingle and is drowsy no more but springs
out to fling the gossamer coils about you who have
touched the web and then inject the black, numbing
poison under your hide. It does not matter whether
or not you meant to brush the web of things. Your
happy foot or your gay wing may have brushed it ever
so slightly, but what happens always happens and
there is the spider, bearded black and with his great
faceted eyes glittering like mirrors in the sun, or
like God's eye, and the fangs dripping. (188-189)
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Cass Mastern's trip down the river helps lead Jack to this
discovery after many other steps, many of which are described
by water imagery.
Another important scene which depends on water imagery
for its being and importance is the highly intense, dramatic
one during which Anne and Jack embrace beneath the water and
float to the surface with locked limbs.

The setting for this

scene is the diving tower during one of Anne's long practice
sessions.

While watching. Jack is overcome by the tension

which he has mentioned, and dives deep beneath the surface
to meet her as she comes up after one of the dives.

Catching

her, he grasps her to him as they float slowly to the surface.
Finally, out of breath from their underwater kiss, the couple
breaks apart.

At first glance, the incident seems to be no

more than love play between the two.

But the description

of their sensations as they float upward, climaxed by Jack's
saying that "the pain and dizziness passed over into rapture"
(289) , shows how close Anne and Jack really are at the moment
Anne shov/s that she feels the same strong emotions by refusing to see Jack, as she often does to mark a milestone in
their relationship.
This closeness becomes ironic when viewed in the aftermath of a later incident, an incident which is also affected
by water.

That incident is the interrupted love scene in

Jack's room, an incident which never would have occurred had
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a certain type of depressing, heavy rain not been falling.
Jack finds himself unable to possess Anne sexually, even
after she goes to his room and allows him to undress her.
When Anne makes no move herself, the evening which should
bring the couple to the ultimate intimacy becomes one which
offers only frustration.

Anne and Jack could have dived

into adulthood together that evening, but their best dive
is the one during which they embrace underwater.

These two

scenes, when viewed together, show Jack's inability to drive
himself to achieve his own goals.
Water imagery in All the King's Men aids in maintaining
continuity in a very long, sometimes sprawling novel.

It

helps show the continuing life at Burden's Landing; it helps
show how the characters continually relate to one another.
It provides the setting for some very important incidents.
In short, water imagery is a key aid in plot development in
the novel.

CHAPTER III
WATER IMAGERY AND ATMOSPHERE
The action of All the King's Men is recounted through
the mind of an extremely moody man.

The state of mind in

which Jack Burden finds himself is often the key to what the
reader learns in the novel.

In many instances, water imagery

provides an important means of showing the atmosphere around
Jack as he tells his story.

These images may project fore-

boding and gloom, or they may show serenity and happiness.
Whichever case holds, the atmosphere that surrounds the
action is very important to the total effect Warren wishes
to achieve.

Often, Jack chooses to describe his surroundings

in terms involving water.

Water imagery, principally involv-

ing rain, also forms the background for such important incidents as the picnic during which Jack forms his image of
Anne Stanton and the white gull, the sterile love scene
between the couple in Jack's room, and the assassination of
Willie Stark.

Finally, three of Jack's descriptions of

scenes involving water are excellent examples of foreshadowing; they predict by their tones the fate of the novel's
characters.
The picturesque similies and analogies which Warren
frequently uses have formed the basis for a good bit of
scholarly comment, some favorable and some not.

22

It is argued
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by some that many of Warren's images are overdone, that they
reek of sensationalism.

This statement may be true, but

many of them are very useful in showing Jack's state of mind
or in commenting on the surroundings in which Jack finds
himself.

One of the earliest examples of such an image

occurs while Jack is describing the inside of Old Man Stark's
home during the picture-taking episode early in the novel.
Jack explains that
The gang of us sat around and moved our thighs on
the horsehair or the split-bottom and stared down
at the unpainted boards of the floor or at the
design on the linoleum mat in the middle of the
floor as though we were attending a funeral and
owed the dead man some money. The linoleum mat
was newish, and the colors were still bright—reds
and tans and blues slick and varnished looking—
a kind of glib, impertinent, geometrical island
floating there in the midst of the cornerless
shadows and the acid mummy smell and the slow
swell of Time which had fed into this room, day
by day since long back, as into a land-locked sea
where the fish were dead and the taste was brackish
on your tongue. (24-25)
One can almost smell the dry dust in the corners of the
old room where there were no longer children or lovers to
give it life.

The room is now a part of Willie's past,

which is, except for the decrepit Mr. Stark and the colored
woman shuffling around, as dead as the fish in Jack's
description.
A second image with which Jack gives a picturesque clue
to a character's life style is his description of his own

^imp'
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living habits while he worked on his dissertation at State.
As he discusses the two students with whom he rooms. Jack
says that they could not face leaving their secure fellowships to go to work at a small school or
to face the stark reality of dry rot and prying
eyes and the slow withering of the green wisp of
dream which had, like some window plant in an
invalid's room, grown out of a bottle. Only the
bottle hadn't had water in it. It had had something which looked like water, smelled like kerosene, and tasted like carbolic acid: one run corn
whiskey. (158)
Just as the window plant can not grow in the bottle of corn
whiskey, the intellects of the three men in the shabby room
are squelched by the life style which they choose to pursue.
Jack's inability to face the Cass Mastern papers is certainly
increased by the squalor and intellectual sterility of his
two roommates, although there is nothing in his character at
this point to show that he would have been able to finish
his project at the feet of a Gilbert Mastern.
A third scene in which Jack comments on his surroundings
in terms of water is the scene during which he explains to
Lucy Stark that Tom has become involved with Sibyl Prey and
has been accused of fathering the girl's illegitimate child.
Having received her note asking him to come and feeling that
he owes her something. Jack goes to Lucy at the farm house
where she is staying during her separation from Willie.
describes the room in which she greets him by saying:

He
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Lucy led me into the parlor, which was just the
place I had known it would be, the carved blackwalnut furniture upholstered in red plush, with a
few tassels still left hanging here and there, the
Bible and the stereoscope and the neat pile of
cards for the stereoscope on the carved blackwalnut table, a flowered carpet, with little rag
rugs laid over the places most worn, the big walnut
and gilt frames on the wall enclosing the stern,
malarial, Calvinistic faces whose eyes fixed on you
with little sympathy. The windows of the room were
closed, and the curtains drawn to give a shadowy,
aqueous light in which we sat silently for a minute.
(333)
The tone of this scene, tinted by the "aqueous" light,
has two effects.

The mention of the funeral shows how Jack

feels about his responsibility to tell Lucy of Tom.

As

usual, when any situation involves responsibility for himself. Jack is quite uncomfortable.

But Warren's description

also gives an aura of quiet sureness, as is fitting for any
place where Lucy Stark lives.

Jack prefers to shun such

moments, wishing instead to be a part of the hectic action
which surrounds him when he is with Willie; in that environment Jack does not have to face himself.
Jack uses the term aqueous again to describe another
scene.

Jack, sitting in his office and staring out over the

capitol grounds, mentally trades places with a jaybird he has
been observing.

He says:

I could look down and think of myself inside that
hollow chamber in the aqueous green light, inside
the great globe of the tree, and not even a jaybird
in there with me now, for he had gone, and no chance
of seeing anything beyond the green leaves, they
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were so thick, and no sound except, way off, the
faint mumble of traffic, like the ocean chewing
its gums. (265)
As with the first use of the term, aqueous here lends
an atmosphere of dim light where one can hide from the
harsh realities of the outside world.

As Lucy is removing

herself from Willie's dirty politics and his infidelity.
Jack is wishing for forgetfulness and innocence inside the
globe of a leafy green tree.
Jack uses the term aqueous a third time to describe a
character's surroundings.

This one occurs when Jack goes

to the Millet Sanitorium to visit Sadie, his curiosity having forced him to pry into the circumstances surrounding
Willie's assassination by Adam.

As Jack enters the gates,

he describes the scene by saying:
I . . . tooled gently up the drive under the magnificent groining of the century-old live oaks whose
boughs met above the avenue and dripped stalactites
of moss to make a green, aqueous gloom like a cavern.
Between the regularly spaced oaks stood pedestals
on which the classical marbles . . . stared out at
the passerby with the faintly pained, heavy incurious
unamazement of cattle. The gaze of those marble eyes
must have been the first stage in the treatment the
neurotic got when he came out to the sanitorium. (407)
Once again the term aqueous creates a quiet place where
one can go; this time, Sadie really finds peace instead of
hiding as Jack is wont to do.

Always, though, waiting im-

mediately outside one of these havens is the world, with its
corruption, violence, jangled nerves, and death.
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Another brief scene that uses water imagery for its
effect concerns Jack and his memories of Ellis Burden, before
the Scholarly Attorney leaves Burden's Landing for the
monastic life in the capitol.

Jack's principal memory of

that period recurs to him even as he grudgingly asks Ellis
his questions about Monty Irvin in the old man's shabby
apartment.

Jack describes the Ellis he sees now, but

remembers
the man in the long white room by the sea, the same
man but a different man, and the rain of a squall
driving in off the sea in the early dark lashed the
windowpanes but it was a happy sound and safe because the fire danced on the hearth and on the
windowpanes where the rain ran down to thread the
night-black glass with silver, to mix the silver
with the flames caught there too, and the man
leaned and held out something and said, "Here's
what Daddy brought tonight, but just one bite now—"
and the man broke off a piece and held it out—
"just one bite, for your supper's ready now—but
after supper—" (200)
This memory recalls comfort and security to Jack, but this
comfort and security were soon to be denied him by the
desertion of Ellis Burden and by the parade of new fathers
into his mother's house.

The use of rain here, instead of

squelching Jack's spirit as it does in many places in the
novel, offers a moment of peace for him, even though that
moment turns into a long period of contempt for the man he
should have loved and respected.
Not always is water imagery used to set up an ironic
comment on the situation of some character in the novel.
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One example of a scene where the atmosphere created by
Warren's use of water imagery parallels the feelings of the
characters is the dramatic scene during which Jack tells
Anne of his research into Judge Irwin's past.

The scene

turns into a nightmare for Jack, even more of one than the
fight with Anne makes it at the time.

After the two leave

the Crescent Cove, they go down to the docks, where Jack
gives this description:
The metal roofs of the docks glimmered dully in
the rays of the street lamps. Above the pilings
of the docks a thick tangle of mist coiled and
drifted, broken here and there to show the sleek,
velvety, motionless water, which glimmered darkly
like the metal of the roofs, or like a seal's
water-slick fur. A few docks down, the stubby
masts of freighters were barely visible against
the dark sky. Somewhere downstream a horn was
hooting and moaning. We moved along beside the
docks, looking out into the river, v/hich was
tufted and matted over the blackness with the
scraggly, cirrus, cottony mist. But the mist
stayed close to the surface of the river, and to
look out over it made you think of being on a
mountain at night and looking for miles out over
clouds below. (244)
The tone is one of mystery, perhaps even of a little danger,
for the docks at night in a big city are not traditionally
safe for a stroll.

And, whether he knows it at the time or

not. Jack is putting himself into what is to prove a dangerous position.

The results of this meeting would drive Anne

to the arms of another man, and would help doom two of his
friends to death.

The scene is almost catastrophic, and the

vision-limiting mist and black water form a perfect backdrop
for just such a catastrophe.
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Many other important scenes in the novel are dependent
on water imagery for part of their impact.

Rain is a favor-

ite device for helping achieve this effect, and rain is
falling during many key parts of the novel.

One crucial

scene during which rain is influential is the futile love
scene between Jack and Anne.

The scene is very important

because it makes clear to the reader what is already clear
to Anne:

that Jack is a creature of indecision and weakness.

Had he been man enough to take advantage of Anne's willingness and the empty house, his life would have developed
differently.

Or had it not been raining, he and Anne might

have gone for a nice, chaste, harmless swim.

But the rain

"was as though the sky had sagged down as low as possible
and there were a universal leaking of bilge down through
the black, gummy, dispirited air" (291).

One can understand

from this description how Anne and Jack could want only to
be inside; no one would like to go swimming in bilge.

As

Jack undresses her and feels the excitement mounting in him,
he notices that "it was raining hard outside, with violent
gusts" (295).

Warren seems here to make the progress of the

storm match the progress of the bedroom encounter.

But when

Jack's mind flashes to another rainy afternoon and he sees
the romantic image of Anne floating beneath the clouds and
white gull, he is unable to violate that image.

So the inci-

dent, which should have culiminated in Jack's introducing
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Anne to erotic love, ended lamely beneath the bilge-dripping
sky.

The violence of the storm and the state of mind of Jack

are knit tightly together in the scene, and it begins and
ends dismally for him, just as the storm grows, then
diminishes.
Another significant scene which has water as part of
its format is the one during which Willie and Adam are shot
on the steps of the Capitol building.

Rain dampens the city

all through the fateful day, and Jack begins his account of
the events by noting that a rain the previous night had given
the whole world, the bare holes of the . . . trees,
which had lost their leaves now, the roofs of the
houses, even the sky itself . . . a pale, washed,
relieved look, like the look on the face of a person who has been sick a long time now and feels
better and thinks maybe he is going to get well.
(385)
The same image is applied to Willie, who has just faced Tom's
paralysis.

Jack describes Willie's movements by saying,

"Then he moved toward the desk, the boys falling away from
him like water from the prow of a ship when it is first
warped out from the pier and the screw makes the first
revolutions" (386).
Later in the day, after Willie tells Tiny that the hospital contract has been cancelled, and after Anne calls him.
Jack notices that "it had begun to rain.

The clean, pale

sunlight of the morning was gone now" (388).

He leaves her
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apartment in the same rain and goes to Adam's apartment,
then to as many bars as he can.

When he is called to the

Capitol, Jack notices the rain again and says, "The gutter
by the curb was running with a black stream which gleamed
like oil in the lights of the street" (394).

This slimy

blackness is the finishing touch to a dismal portrait of a
dismal day.

If the reader has not determined what is going

to happen, the black atmosphere of Jack's descriptions has
prepared him for the double murder.

One could not expect

good things to happen on a rainy street whose gutters were
running black, gummy oil and dirty water.
The characters who have to adjust to the changes in
their lives brought on by Willie's death all face dark
periods, and Warren uses water imagery, including rain, to
show this bleakness.

The first of these images appears in

Jack's description of Burden's Landing as he and Anne find
it after Adam and Willie are buried.

Now he does not mention

the diving tower, bright sun, tennis courts, and thin-legged
children splashing in the surf.

Now, they sit on the gallery

when there was sun--the lemon-pale sun of late
autumn—and the afternoon [makes1 its shortened arc
over the onyx-mottled waters of the bay, which
stretched south to the autumn-hazy horizon. Or
when there wasn't any sun, and the wind piled the
sea up over the beach, even to the road, and the
sky seemed nothing but gusty rain, we sat side by
side in the living room. (404)
Their moods and actions are dictated by the weather, and it
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never seems to be very good for them during this difficult
period.
Rain continues to dampen Jack Burden's spirit after he
leaves Anne at Burden's Landing and returns to the capitol.
The most striking example of this period of the novel is
Jack's description of his meeting with Sugar-Boy in the
library.

Jack explains that during these long winter days he

sat for hours in the newspaper room of the public
library, the place which like railway stations and
missions and public latrines is where the catharrhal
old men and bums go and where they sit to thumb
through the papers which tell about the world in
which they live for a certain number of years or to
sit and wheeze and stare while the gray rain slides
down the big windowpanes above them. (418)
In spirit, if not in age. Jack is just like the old men and
bums, and he does not seem out of place in the silent, mustysmelling, miserably-lit library.

He completes his descrip-

tion of the encounter with Sugar-Boy by saying, "He [SugarBoy] would sit, morning after morning while the gary winter
rain sluiced down the high windows, in the newspaper room of
the public library, . . . "

(422).

He goes on to picture

Sugar-Boy as an old man, then goes on to perform the same
acts he projects for Sugar-Boy's destiny.

The scene closes

in an atmosphere of helpless bleakness, just as it has begun.
There are three descriptions involving the use of water
imagery which do more than provide commentary and atmosphere.
These three pictures provide, by their words and tones, some
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excellent foreshadowing of the fates of the characters in
the novel.
The first of these scenes occurs during Jack's visit
to Burden's Landing, soon after he had taken the job with
Willie.

Jack mentions listening to the night rain, then

going out to find
thin pools of water standing on the black ground,
like sheets of isinglass. Around the japonicas,
the white and red and coral petals, which had been
shattered from the blossoms, floated on the blackly
gleaming pools. Some of them floated with the
curled edges upward, like boats, and around them
other petals floated upside down or had shipped
water, making a gay carnage as though a battleship
had fired a couple of salvos into a fleet of carnival barges and gongolas in some giddy, happy, faroff land. (115-116)
The characters of All the King's Men do not live in a "giddy,
happy, far-off land," but most of them are able to establish
some kind of acceptable life in the real world.

Anne has

her charity work, and later her affair with Willie.

Adam

has his practice, work at the University, and job as director
of Willie's hospital.

Sadie stays busy at the capitol, and

Willie busies himself planning the hospital.

Jack, even

when he is discouraged, can often manage to build a world of
dreams, usually based on his Anne-clouds-gull cluster of
images.

But the two salvos fired on the steps of the capitol

that rainy winter night definitely upset some carnival barges
The surviving characters are just as upset as the delicate
japonica leaves displaced by the storm.
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The second of these images occurs in another scene at
Burden's Landing.

While questioning the Scholarly Attorney

about Judge Irwin, Jack flashes back to his comforting image
of Ellis reaching out to hand him a piece of chocolate in a
firelit living room.

He bitterly realizes that those days

are gone, gone to nothing now, like the "foam that looks so
sun-bright when the wind is kicking up the breakers lies
streaked on the hard sand after the tide is out and looks
like scum off the dishwater" (201).

Making this image

stronger is an echo later in the narrative when Willie berates Jack for grinning at his discussion about the hospital
and Jack tells him, "I'm not any of your scum, and I'm still
grinning when I please" (233) ! But Jack and the other characters are like the foam caught up on the tide which is
Willie Stark and his dynamic career as governor.

When that

tide goes out, they are, at least for awhile, like the helpless brown scum left on the sandy beach, for they have been
carried far away from the lives to which they had been accustomed before meeting Willie.
The third of this important trio of images occurs in
one of Jack's frequent digressions, this time as he goes to
meet Anne Stanton on the evening when he tells her about
Judge Irwin.

As Anne and Jack walk toward the docks, he

gives this description:
A month from now, in early April, at the time when
far away, outside the city, the water hyacinths
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would be covering every inch of bayou, lagoon,
creek and backwater with a spiritual-mauve to
obscene-purple, violent, vulgar, fleshy, solid,
throttling mass of bloom over the black water,
and the first heartbreaking, misty green, like
girlhood dreams, on the old cypresses would have
settled down to be a leaf and not a damned thing
else, and the arm-thick, mud-colored, slime-slick
mocassins would heave out of the swamp and try
to cross the highway . . . and if it was night
the owls back in the swamp would be whooing and
moaning like love and death and damnation . . . -well, a month from now, in early April, when all
those things would be happening beyond the suburbs,
the husks of the old houses in the street where
Anne Stanton and I were walking would, if it were
evening, crack and spill out onto the stoops and
into the street all that life which was now
sealed inside. (243)
Earlier, Jack says, "Whatever you live is life" (239).
Jack was about to fertilize the life that he and the others
were living.

And because few of the other characters were

as passive as Jack, that life would swell with the love of
Anne for Willie, and finally explode with the deaths of
Adam and Willie, and then bring the damnation which Jack is
finally able to understand and accept.
Very seldom in All the King's Men does Warren allow his
characters any great degree of happiness.

The prevailing

mood is one of gray, somber gloom, sometimes so for what has
happened and sometimes so in anticipation for what is about
to occur.

Water imagery frequently figures prominently in

setting the mood.

The images range from rain-drenched win-

dows to pools of black water holding japonica petals to
bayous clogged with water hyacinths.

Whatever form they may
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take, water images flow throughout the structure and surface
at key points to reflect the tone of the action and the
state of mind of the characters.

CHAPTER IV
WATER IMAGERY AND THEMATIC DEVELOPMENT
All the King's Men has been called by some critics a
novel of ideas, and has been variously praised and damned
as such.

Whether or not the novel is great, Warren is suc-

cessful in putting across his message of human culpability.
The important thematic thread of the novel, though it may
not be as "exciting" as Willie's story, involves Jack
Burden's stumbling, fumbling journey into manhood.
Warren's theme in the novel is stated in an example
of high-sounding prose in the last sentence, when he says
"we shall go out of the house and go into the convulsion
of the world, out of history into history and the awful
responsibility of time" (438).

This statement shows that

Jack has come to know his world as one in which there is a
continuing unity of human experiences.

He has also been

forced to realize that as a functioning human he is part of
that unity and that he is in part responsible for the
situation.
Long before Jack becomes fully aware that he has been
caught up in the stream of life, there are images used in
his narration which indicate what he will later learn.

Some

of these come in his aside remarks, such as this comment:
"But is any relationship a relationship in time only?
37

I
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eat a persimmon and the teeth of a tinker in Tibet are set
on edge" (221).

Others involve more of a detailed study of

his own feelings, and some of these involve the use of water
imagery.
One such image occurs when Jack is describing his involvement with Anne Stanton during their summer affair at
Burden's Landing.

In discussing his handling of the rela-

tionship, he explains that
I fell back into the full flood of the summer, into
the full tide of feeling in which we drifted in a
kind of breathless ease, like a strong, massive,
deep current which didn't hurry but which had an
irresistible weight of water behind it, and over
which the days and nights passed like flickers of
light and shade. It was drifting, all right, but
not drifting in any nasty pejorative sense, like a
waterlogged old skiff drifting in a horsepond or a
cake of soap in the gray water before you pull the
plug in the bathtub. No, it was a fine, conscious
surrender which was a participation in and a willing of the flood itself, and not a surrender at all
but an affirmation and all that, like the surrender
of the mystic to God, which isn't a surrendering
to God any more than it is also a creating of God,
for if he loves God he has willed the being of God.
Well, in my very surrender I willed and mastered
that great current in which I drifted, . . ., and
in which I didn't have to lift a hand to hurry myself, for the current knew its own pace and own
time, and would take me with it. (2 86)
The drifting image is repeated later in the novel, when
Jack and Anne find their situations vastly different.

After

Willie and Adam die and Jack is seeing Anne back at the
Landing, Jack makes this comparison:
In a peculiar way those late-autumn days began to
remind me of that summer almost twenty years before
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when I had fallen in love with Anne. That summer
we had been absolutely alone, together, even when
people were around, the only inhabitants of the
kind of floating island or magic carpet which being in love is. And now we were absolutely alone,
but it was a different kind of floating island or
magic carpet. That summer we had seemed to be
caught up in a massive and bemusing tide which
knew its own pace and time and would not be hurried
even to the happiness which it surely promised.
And now again we seemed to be caught in such a tide
and couldn't lift a finger in its enormous drift,
for it knew its own pace and time. But what it promised we didn't know. I did not even wonder.
(405)
These two images point out one of the lessons Jack has
to learn before he feels that he can call himself a man.
This lesson is that a man cannot always control his own
destiny, particularly not by simply willing something to
happen.

He wants to settle into a mellow, blissful existence

with Anne Stanton, but finds that this wanting has no effect
on reality.

Later, he wants release from the pain he finds

himself experiencing after his world has been shattered.
Again, it is not his wanting that brings about a change.
It is only some agonizing thought on his part which finally
shows him the truth about himself:

that he is part of the

mainstream of human life and that this makes him responsible
for his own actions.
Jack also learns that being a responsible human being
means taking risks, for risk is inherent in all human action.
The violent tone of two descriptive passages involving water
imagery in the novel point toward'this fact.

The first to
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appear does so as Jack describes one of his trips back to
Burden's Landing, before he starts his research project on
Judge Irwin.

While taking a long walk during a break in a

rainy spell. Jack describes this scene:
I went out and saw the thin pools of water standing on the black ground, like sheets of isinglass.
Around the japonicas, the white and red coral
petals, which had been shattered from the blossoms,
floated on the blackly gleaming pools. Some of
them floated with the curled edges upward, like
boats, and around them other petals floated upside
down or had shipped water, making a gay carnage as
though a battleship had fired a couple of salvos
into a fleet of carnival barges and gondolas in
some giddy, happy, far-off land. (115-116)
Later in the novel, after Willie and Adam die and Jack
goes to talk to Sadie Burke, he looks out the window over
the grounds of Millet Sanitorium.

This is his description

of the view:
So I continued to sit here for quite a while, holding Sadie's hand in the silence she seemed to want
an(3 looking across her down toward the bayou, which
coiled under the moss depending from the line of
tattered cypresses on the farther bank, the algae
mottled water heavy with the hint and odor of swamp,
jungle, and darkness, along the edge of the expanse
of clipped lawn. (411)
The tone of these two images hints at Jack's lesson
about the violence which lies just under the surface of
human life.

The foreshadowing which the first image brings

has been discussed previously; so it needs no further discussion.

It is enough to say that the image hints at life's

danger even in simple times by the analogy it contains.
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The second image becomes more forceful when we recall
how Jack once sat in his nice, secure office with his feet
on his desk and described the carefully manicured grounds
of the Capitol.

The grounds of Millet Sanitorium are care-

fully manicured, too, but there the lawn meets the wilderness with its darkness and danger.

This description closely

resembles Jack's life, which has been as smooth as a la\>m
until he runs into the wilderness, the edge of which is his
research into Judge Irwin's past for Willie.

Because Jack

is the man he is, he has to perform the research.

After he

does so, and after he shows the results to Anne, Adam, and
Judge Irwin, he cannot avoid the violent, painful results
which follow.
The final lesson that Jack learns about his world is
that there is a continuation of the human experience.

Each

man has to face basically the same problems, and has to
undergo similar painful struggles.

There are several places

in the novel which indicate that Jack is having to face this
realization.

One such case is his statement immediately

following the Cass Mastern episode that "Cass Mastern lived
for a few years and in that time he learned that the world
is all of one piece" (188).

A second example occurs when

Jack is talking to the old hitchhiker he picks up as he
returns from California.

The old man notes that "California,

. . . hit is jes lak the rest of the world, only it is more
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of hit" (314).

Another example is a water image which Jack

uses describing his thoughts during the afternoon of his
final meeting with Judge Irwin.
this way:

He speaks of taking a swim

"I idled out a long way, and floated around in

the bay, which is a corner of the Gulf of Mexico, which is a
corner of the great salt, unplumbed waters of the world"
(339-340).
So, while doing something as simple as taking a swim.
Jack is aware of a geographic unity to the world, and of his
immersion in this unity.

This is an important step on his

journey to the final awareness that there is a unity of
history and humanity as well.
Another water image which Jack uses can help point out
the end of his metamorphosis.

Early in the novel, while

Jack is covering Willie's first campaign for the Chronicle,
he is riding a train toward Upton.

He describes a dumpy

nameless siding town, then finishes the account thusly:
But as the train pulls away, a woman comes to the
back door of one of the houses—just the figure of
a woman, for you cannot make out the face—and she
has a pan in her hands she flings the water out of
the pan to make a sudden tattered flash of silver
in the light. She goes back into the house. To
what is in the house. . . .
The train pulls away, faster now, and the woman
is back there in the house, where she is going to
stay. She'll stay there. And all at once, you
think that you are the one who is running away. . . .
(76)
Later, while going home from California, Jack repeats the
image by saying.
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I had thought how the houses didn't look as though
they belonged there, improvised, flung down, ready
to be abandoned, with the scraps of washing still
on the line, for there wouldn't be time to grab it
off when the people finally realized they had to
go and go quick. I had had that thought, but just
as the train was pulling out, a woman had come to
the back door of one of the nearest houses to fling
out a pan of water. She flings the water out, then
looks a moment at the train drawing away, then deliberately enters the house. She is not going to
run away. She is going into the house to some secret
which is there, some knowledge. (313)
By the end of the novel, it is Jack who is able to
watch the train bearing his mother pull away, then turn to
face the knowledge of his place in the world and reenter it
as a man instead of an immature boy, capable of making positive decisions instead of acquiescing to any situation into
which he should drift.

CHAPTER V
WATER IMAGERY AND CHARACTERIZATION
Perhaps the most crucial function of water imagery in
All the King's Men is in characterization.

Warren's use of

water images provides clues to the personal appearance of
several of the characters.

More importantly, these images,

when used to describe the actions of the characters, accentuate the developing conflicts between the novel's characters, becoming part of the fiber from which All the King's
Men is woven.
Warren sometimes has Jack Burden describe the characters he encounters by use of water imagery.

Tiny Duffy is

one character whom Jack describes in such a manner.

After

the episode which shows Willie granting the general contract
to Gummy Larson, then throwing his drink in Tiny's fat face.
Jack describes Tiny's departure from the governor's office
in this way:
Tiny Duffy, with the peculiar impression of lightness, the lightness of a drowned bloated body swaying slowly upward on the ninth day, which a fat man
can give when he tiptoes, moved toward the door, too.
Once there, v/ith his hand on the knob, he looked
back. As his eyes rested on the unregarding boss,
the fury flashed again into the face, and just for
that instant, I thought. By God, he's human. Then
he caught my gaze on him, and looked back at me
with a kind of suffering, mute appeal which asked
to be forgiven for everything, asked for my understanding and sympathy, asked for everybody to think
well of poor old Tiny Duffy, who had done what he
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could according to his lights and then they threw
stuff in his face. (363)
Jack uses similar terms to describe Tiny when he answers
the invitation to visit Governor Duffy at the Mansion. VThen
Duffy rises to shake hands. Jack claims that "his body swayed
with the bloated lightness of a drowned body stirred loose
at last from the bottom mud of the river to rise majestically
and swayingly to the surface" (412-413).
These two images describing Tiny as something coming
loose from mud prove to be as prophetic as they are descriptive, for if ever a character had been stuck in the mud, it
was Tiny.

He is totally impotent as far as the ability to

make decisions is concerned.

But this situation changes

when Willie is forced to throw the general contract for his
hospital to Gummy Larson.

The completion of this deal has

been Tiny's goal in life, the first initiative we see on his
part.

He works for this goal, and when politics force Willie

to deal with Gummy, we see that Duffy is indeed a living,
breathing, functioning human being with the ability to obtain
something for himself.

The human nature in Tiny continues to

show when Willie changes his mind about the deal with Gummy,
for the anger he displays could not have come from the Duffy
who has simply floated along with the current of events surrounding him earlier in the novel.

With Sadie Burke's help,

he is even able to set in motion the scheme which results
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in Willie's death on the Capitol steps.

Tiny is in a sense

still floating, for he is unable to kill Willie himself or
to carry out his threats against Sadie after she tells Jack
of the scheme.

But he is no longer stuck completely in the

mud of his time; he is able, to an extent, to steer himself.
The imagery which Jack uses to describe Tiny's leaving
V7illie's office helps point this out.
A second character whom Jack Burden describes partly in
terms of water imagery is Sugar-Boy.

The best example of

this description appears when Jack depicts the squat Irishman
as the two men stand in the library following Willie's death.
When Jack teases Sugar-Boy, promising to tell him who had
Willie killed. Jack describes the simple, deadly fury by
saying:
There was an absolute blankness on his face,
then an absolute murderousness. There wasn't any
flare of fury. It was a cold and innocent and
murderous certainty. It was as though his face
had suddenly frozen in a split second in that certainty, and it looked like the face of a man who
had been trapped and had died in the snow long
ago--and the glacier brings it down all those
centuries, inch by inch, and suddenly, with its
primitive purity and lethal innocence, it stares
at you through the last preserving glaze of ice.
(421)
This image, as does the one which describes Tiny, catches
the essence of Sugar-Boy's character.

He is a man frozen

into one position, that being Willie's bodyguard-driver, and
he is carried by the glacier that is Willie's career.

When
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Willie dies, Sugar-Boy is left, at least for a time, without
a motivating force.

Jack's actions in the library bring

Sugar-Boy to the point of another murder.

But with his

beloved Willie gone, Sugar-Boy becomes a meek man whose "ice
face wasn't there," and who says, "I - I - I durn near
d-d

- done it" (421).

Jack finally pictures Sugar-Boy

as an old man sitting in a rain-darkened library room looking at picture magazines (422).
Sadie Burke is another character who is described by
the use of water imagery.

Her volatile temper is an impor-

tant element in the novel, and Warren uses the image one
might expect to describe her actions.

This image involves

the third physical state of water, steam.

Jack first uses

such a description when Sadie finds out that Willie has used
the female services of a beautiful skater in Chicago.

Jack

is standing outside Willie's office when Sadie, having had
a rather vocal argument with the governor, comes out.

He

describes her this way:
Sadie burst out of the Boss's door about the
way one of the big cats, no doubt, used to bounce
out of the hutch at the far end of the arena and
head for the Christian martyr. . . . in the middle
of the plaster-of-Paris mask was an event which
had nothing whatsoever to do with plaster of Paris:
her eyes, and they were a twin disaster, they were
a black explosion, they were a conflagration. She
was running a head of steam to bust the rivets, and
the way she snatched across the floor you could
hear the seams pop in her skirt. (141)
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This is obviously not the only time Sadie displays her
temper, for Jack later says that "she herself had probably
ceased to believe in the tongue-lashing or even to think
what she was saying" (266).

Then when Sadie discovers that

Anne Stanton and Willie are having an affair, her reaction is
"just like old times, all right, with her bosom heaving and
the needle of the steam gauge pricking deep into the red on
the dial" (266-267).
Sadie, perhaps one of the strongest characters Warren
creates in the novel, is generally patient, for she believes
that Willie will always return to her.

When driven to the

limits of her patience, however, she is explosive.

It is in .

such a flash of jealousy over Willie's affections that she
gives Tiny Duffy the idea for approaching Adam and bringing
about Willie's death.
Jack describes Sadie's speech concerning Anne and Willie
by referring to her high head of steam, then saying, "Then
she blew the plug" (2 67).
is merely vocal.

At this point in the novel she

Later, she is to "blow the plug" in a much

more tangible manner.
The list of characters whose descriptions include the
use of water imagery must also include Adam Stanton.

Jack

describes Adam's physical appearance in terms similar to
those which he uses to picture Sugar-Boy's cold fury later
in the novel.

I#ien Willie sends Jack to approach Adam about
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taking the job as director of the new hospital. Jack describes Adam in these terms:
. . . the friend of my youth received me as though
he were not a Success and I were not a failure . . .,
laid his hand on my shoulder, pronounced my name,
looked at me from ice-water blue, abstract eyes
which were a reproach to all uncertain, twisted,
and clouded things and were as unwavering as
conscience. But the smile on his face, . . .,
put a warmth in you, a shy warmth like you discover with surprise in the winter sunshine in late
February. . . . He smiled at me not because I was
what I was but because I was the Friend of His
Youth. (234)
This brief description catches the human precision of
Adam, for whom everything has a proper place and a proper
pattern of behavior.

He shows a deep affection for things

he considers good, such as old friends, his work, and for
his sister and the rest of his family.

He shows an equally

deep antipathy for things which do not please him, such as
politics or any activity with even the slightest hint of
corruption.

As Jack notes, Adam keeps himself in check most

of the time, not allowing himself very much relaxation or
any luxury at all.

But Jack also notes that

. . . once in about five years he would break out
in a kind of wild, free, exuberant gaiety like a
levee break streaming out to snatch the trees and
brush up by the roots, and you would be the trees
and brush. You and everybody around him. His
eyes would gleam wild and he would gesture wide
with an excess of energy bursting from deep inside.
You would think of a great turbine or dynamo making a million revs a minute and boiling out the
power and about to jump loose from its mooring.
. . . You expected to see blue sparks. . . .

^L-Ai ti.i,c
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But that didn't come often. And didn't last
long
The cold would settle down and the lid
would go right back on. (212)
Finally, Adam is unable to face the conflict going on
within himself.

when he finds out on that rainy afternoon

that Anne has been sleeping with Willie Stark, and is told
that his receiving the directorship is a result of this
affair, the revulsion he feels possesses him.
breaks, and the break carries Willie away.

The levee

And Willie's

death leaves no character in the novel untouched.
Yet another characterization in whom water imagery
plays a part is that of Jack's mother.

One of the key points

in Jack's description of her occurs the day after Jack precipitates a violent political argument at a party given for
him by Judge Irwin.

Following an argument with his mother,

while he is driving back to the capitol, Jack gives a clue
to his mother's character through a brief description of one
part of her life after marrying Ellis Burden.

Jack explains;

He [Ellis] puts her in a big white house, which
his grandfather had built. In front of it is the
sea. That is new to her. Every day she spends a
great deal of time looking at it. Sometimes she
goes down to the beach and stands there, alone,
looking out at the lift of the horizon.
I know that is true, the business of looking
at the sea, for my mother once, years later when
I was a big boy, said to me, "When I first came
here I used to stand down at the gate and just look
out over the water. I spent hours doing it, and
didn't know why. But it wore off. It wore off a
long time before you were born. Son." (129-130)
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In the light of some other descriptions of her, particularly the ones which show her strength and ability to
get exactly what she wants from those around her, the
picture of her standing alone and staring over the sea without knowing why seems incongruous.

But when we find that

Ellis leaves because his wife becomes pregnant by Monty
Irwin, we can see the discontent which must have been gnawing at her heart.

This same discontent drives her from one

husband to another until she is finally, after Judge Irwin's
death, to learn the truth about herself.

The same discon-

tent makes her look across that sea for expensive furniture
to make the house the beautiful, peaceful place that her
heart never is.

The wanting that this image shows in her

escapes Jack for a long time, as many of his descriptions
of her show.

After a long time. Jack is finally able to

understand how disordered her life is, then to love her.
This change in Jack is crucial, and will be discussed later
in the chapter.
Jack's descriptions of Judge Irwin also include the
use of water imagery.

One of his principal memories of

Judge Irwin concerns the old man's leaning toward the boy
Jack Burden "among the stems of the tall gray marsh grass,
in the gray damp wintry dawn," and saying, "You ought to
have led that duck more. Jack.
son" (49-50).

You got to lead a duck,
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Most of Jack's other pictures of Monty Irwin are similar until he is forced, in the course of his job with Willie,
to do an involved research project on the old judge.
always appears to be a strong man.
about hunting and fishing.

Irwin

He knows a great deal

He is the man who walks calmly

up to a gun-wielding ex-convict with revenge on his mind and
disarms him without a struggle.

In Jack's mind, he can do

no real wrong, but then Jack finds that he has kept his good
name and his possessions by ruining another man.

Jack finds,

furthermore, that Monty Irwin fathered an illegitimate son,
ruined a marriage, then refused to marry the son's mother
even when the opportunity presented itself.

So the ideal-

istic view Jack holds of the Judge's goodness disappears.
When the Judge becomes indignant at Jack's suggestion that
others might think ill of him, and when he does not face the
consequences of his actions, but kills himself, the image of
strength disappears.
instead of one.

So, as Jack says, he loses two fathers

He learns a valuable lesson from the loss,

and part of this lesson is that Judge Irwin's death "was
absorbed effortlessly into the life of the community, like a
single tiny drop of stain dropped into a glass of clear
water" (32). Jack is finally learning that the world will
go on, regardless of whether he participates or approves.
Water imagery is also important in the development of
the character of Willie Stark.

Some of the images give an
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indication of the power which Willie has over those around
him.

One of the best of these images occurs when Jack is

describing Willie's arrival in the office on the morning
of the assassination.

Jack discusses the plastic mourning

of Tiny Duffy and his friends when Willie arrives.

Willie

acknowledges their sympathetic remarks, then he moves across
the room, "the boys falling away from him like the water
from the prow of a ship when it is first warped from the
pier and the screw makes the first revolutions" (386).

Even

when subdued, Willie commands the respect that makes people
give him room.
Another important example of the use of water imagery
in characterizing Willie, along with his son Tom, is the
use of sweat or moisture on the body.

One picture of Willie

which recurs at several points involves sweat.
the sweating Willie is the picture of strength.

At times,
Perhaps the

best example of such an image is Jack's humorous description
of Willie on the speaker's stand at Upton.

Having departed

Willie's rather startling speech to phone his report in.
Jack looks back and describes what he sees this way;
There he was, with the papers about his feet and
one arm up, the coat sleeve jammed elbow high,
face red as a bruised beet and the sweat sluicing,
hair over his forehead, eyes bugged out and shining, drunk as a hoot owl, and behind him the bunting, red - white - and - blue, and over him God's
bright, brassy incandescent sky. (94)
The Willie who stands sweating before the crowd to make
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this speech is powerful, even if drunk.

However, another

picture of Willie from the same section of the novel shows
him sweating—and quite powerless.

When Sadie is trying

to convince Willie that he has been framed by Joe Harrison,
Jack at one point explains that Willie, unable to stand up,
falls into a chair muttering, "I'll kill 'em," and then
sitting quietly, sweating profusely (82).
At one point in the novel. Jack claims that "the son
is merely an extension of the father" (365).

Warren uses

water imagery, particularly that of sweat, to picture Tom
in the same manner as he does Willie.

One description of

Tom shows him to be
. . . a wonderfully set-up fellow in dirty white
duck trousers, sandals, and a pale-blue shortsleeved silky sport shirt that stuck to the damp
pectoral muscles and almost popped over the brown
biceps. (350)
This image catches the brute force of the young man, as well
as part of his arrogance.
A second picture involving moisture shows Tom in a
quite different light.

This image occurs the night he

receives a broken neck in a football game.

Lucy goes in to

see the unconscious Tom in the hospital, and, while there,
wipes away the moisture which fathers on the helpless boy's
brow and temples.

This water image shows, as does one

describing Willie, the human frailty inherent in even the
strongest of men.
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Water imagery is also very important in the characterization of Jack Burden.

The terms in which he makes his

caustic aside remarks or describes other characters, as well
as the terms which describe his own actions, often include
water imagery.

At the end of the novel. Jack tells us this

about himself;
. . . I have a story. It is the story of a man
who lived in the world and to him the world looked
one way for a long time and then it looked another
and very different way. The change did not happen
all at once. Many things happened and that man
did not know when he had any responsibility for
them and when he did not. There was, in fact, a
time when he came to believe that nobody had any
responsibility for anything, and there was no god
but the Great Twitch. . . .
But later, much later, he woke up one morning
to discover that he did not believe in the Great
Twitch any more. He did not believe in it because
he had seen too many people live and die. (435-436)
Readers of All the King's Men can see these changes
taking place in Jack, as he is conscious of them and studies
them aloud.

Many of the images he uses in these discussions

involve water in some form.
The first stage through which Jack goes is that of the
Idealist.

He explains it this way:

I got hold of the principle out of a book v.^hen I
was in college and I hung on to it for grim death.
I owed my success in life to that principle. It
had put me where I was. What you don't know don't
hurt you, for it ain't real. They called that
Idealism in my book I had when I was in college,
and after I got hold of that principle I became an
Idealist. If you are an Idealist it does not matter what you do or what goes on around you because
it isn't real anyway. (30)
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One hardly knows whether this philosophy of Jack's is a
result of his actions and thoughts, or whether his thoughts
are a result of the philosophy.

At any rate, it must have

been a great comfort to the grossly immature man to realize
that, by his definition, he could not have any responsibility for the simple reason that nothing really matters.

But,

this philosophical assertion to the contrary. Jack seems to
realize even at this point that Idealism will not hold true
for him.

There are numerous images in the novel which prove

that Jack is discontent

with his philosophy of life, and is

searching, if not for a deeper meaning, for mental oblivion.
At one point, he mentions this discontent directly by saying
"the clammy, sad little foetus which is you way down in the
dark which is you too lifts up its sad little face and its
eyes are blind, and it shivers cold inside you for it doesn't
want to know . . ." (9). Many of his actions also indicate
this feeling graphically.

The most notable examples of

Jack's vocalizing the desire for blissful ignorance are the
three periods of The Great Sleep.
The young Jack Burden, while editing the Cass Mastern
papers as his dissertation topic at State, discovers that he
can not complete the paper.

The letters of Cass Mastern

bring him face to face with the reality of human guilt, in
which Jack does not believe, and human suffering, with which
Jack is totally unfamiliar.

His reaction to this new feeling
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of bewilderment is to try with all his will to avoid it by
entering a period of the Great Sleep.

Jack explains himself

this way:
Jack Burden could read these words, but how could
he be expected to understand them? They could
only be words to him, for to him the world then
was simply an accumulation of items, odds and ends
of things . . . and one thing in the end had nothing to do, in the end, with anything else.
Or perhaps he laid aside the journal of Cass
Mastern not because he could not understand, but
because he was afraid to understand for what might
be understood there v/as a reproach to him. (189)
Using the image of a diver. Jack then states that, during the ensuing period of sleep,
. . . he would sleep twelve hours, fourteen hours,
fifteen hours, feeling himself, while asleep,
plunge deeper and deeper into sleep like a diver
groping downward into dark water feeling for something which may be there and which would glitter
if there were any light, but there isn't any light.
(189)
Such a longing for forgetfulness in sleep is an obvious longing on Jack's part to return to the watery safety and innocence of the womb, where he would not have to face the truths
contained in Cass Mastern's papers.
Though older than the Jack Burden who walks away from
the Case Mastern journal, the Jack Burden who divorces Lois
is no more mature.

In another section which involves the

use of water imagery. Jack claims that he "did not make a
decision not to be swallowed up [by Lois].

The instinct for

self preservation is more deep seated than decision.

A man
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doesn't make a decision to swim when he falls into the creek.
He starts kicking" (304). The older Jack Burden is still
refusing to come to grips with a difficult situation, opting
instead to avoid it.

Again, he is avoiding responsibility

without making a strong decision to do so.

At this stage

of his development. Jack has been trapped by the movement
of human experience and is functioning by reflex action only.
As he drifts along. Jack does notice what goes on around
him.

Finally he becomes involved in a situation which jars

him out of his idealistic outlook.
Stanton's affair with Willie Stark.

This situation is Anne
Jack is forced to change

his opinion of Anne, and therefore his opinion of the world.
He has long viewed Anne in the light of pristine innocence;
in his eye, she will float forever on a calm sea with white
gulls overhead.

In his room on a rainy night he was once

unable to make love to Anne, and, perhaps subconsciously, he
feels that no one else can, either.

When he learns of her

affair with Willie, and when Anne later tells him that her
decision to yield to Willie was spurred in part by Jack's
research on Judge Irwin, Jack is forced to re-evaluate his
life's philosophy.
Anne?

Could he be responsible for changing

Could he be the cause of his own misery?
This re-evaluation occurs as he lies on a hotel bed in

Long Beach, California.

He realizes, finally, that he cannot

believe any longer that anything that he dislikes ceases to
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be.

Jack uses an image of drowning to indicate this change

taking place.

He says, "They say the drowning man relives

his life as he drowns.

Well, I was not drowning in water,

but I was drowning in West" (271).

He later modifies this

image to one of Christian baptism when he is talking with
Adam about the prefrontal lobotomy.

Jack says to Adam,

"Yes, for he is born again and not of woman.

I baptize thee

in the name of the Big Twitch, the Little Twitch, and the
Holy Ghost.

Who, no doubt, is a Twitch, too" (319).

The

words apply as much to Jack and his new outlook as they do to
the man on whom the operation is performed.

Jack now real-

izes the existence of human suffering around him.

But he is

not as yet ready to admit that he could possibly have a part
in its cause.

He simply does what he does, and he is totally

blameless for the suffering of others.

After Anne mentions

that Jack's research has a hand in her decision to go with
Willie, Jack tells himself, "I only told her the truth, and
she can't blame me for the truth" (326)!

Later, after the

death of Judge Irwin, he reaffirms this lack of responsibility, calling himself the "blameless instrument of justice"
(354) .
But this view has to disappear, too, for much happens
which is too difficult for Jack to believe under this philosophy.

The incident which finally makes it possible for Jack

to become a really mature individual is the death of Judge
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Irwin.

As the events surrounding the suicide unfold. Jack

learns what he needs to know about his mother and about himself.

Jack himself mentions the importance of the change in

the way he looks upon his mother when he says, "She gave me
a new picture of herself, and that meant, in the end, a new
picture of the world" (432).

His original picture of his

mother is not an attractive one; he describes her in terms
that are barely human, as follows:
I would come home with the firm conviction that
she didn't really care a thing about me, that I
was just another man she wanted to have around
because she was the kind of woman who had to have
men around and had to make them dance to her tune.
(110)
Even the description of her physical characteristics
is in terms of something manufactured.

This passage about

her is an example:
Her hair was yellowish, like metal, with gray in
it now, but the gray was metallic, too, like spun
metal woven and coiled into the yellow. It looked
as though that was the way it had been intended
from the very first to be, and a damned expensive
job. Every detail. (Ill)
Her walk is not a human walk, but a "brittle, excited clatter
of heels" (110).

The picture Jack gives of his mother is one

of a scheming, functioning, attractive robot.

The only time

we see her as a woman and a concerned mother before Monty
Irwin's death is during her discussion with Jack the day
after the party at Judge Irwin's when Jack is visiting the
Landing.
by saying:

Jack manages to destroy that picture of her, too,
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I lay in the tub and heard a car drive up and
knew It was the young Executive and knew that he
would come in the front door and that the woman
on the couch would get up and with a quick step
and small, squared, gallant shoulders carry the
old face to him, like a present.
And, by God, he'd better look grateful. (128)
Before Jack can ever accept the world, or, more properly, his place in the world, this cynical view of his mother
has to change.

The groundwork for this change is laid when

Jack learns from Mr. Pettus, Monty Irwin's executor, that he
is the Judge's principal heir.

In a key passage involving

water imagery. Jack explains:
The whole arrangement seemed so crazy and so
logical that after I hung up the phone I burst out
laughing and could scarcely stop. Before I stopped,
as a matter of fact, I found that I was not laughing at all but was weeping and saying over and over
again, "The poor old bugger, the poor old bugger."
It was like the ice breaking up after a long winter.
And the winter had been long. (354)
For the first time in his life. Jack really considers
someone else.
Judge is dead.

Granted, the feeling is belated, for the
However, this feeling is the first step in

a healing process.

It is the same step which Nathaniel

Hawthorne proposes to ease the mental anguish of Mr. Smith
in the sketch "Fancy's Show Box."

The step is not worry;

instead, Hawthorne suggests, by using a water image, that
"there is reason to believe that one truly penitential tear
9
would have washed away each hateful picture . . . .
For

9
Nathaniel Hawthorne, "Fancy's Show Box," Twice Told
Tales (Cambridge; Riverside Press, 1891), p. 255.
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Jack to change, he must realize his place with the rest of
suffering mankind.

He must realize, like Mr. Smith, that

"man must not disclaim his brotherhood, even with the
guiltiest, since, though his hands be clean, his heart has
surely been polluted by the flitting phantoms of iniquity. ""'"^
This important change is beginning to occur within Jack
as he stands by the phone weeping for "the poor old bugger."
His transformation is not yet complete, but it is underway.
Having once felt deeply for another person. Jack can begin
to feel deeply for his mother.

He begins to change his

feelings toward her on the afternoon of Monty Irwin's death,
when he hears her scream.

Later, after she is under seda-

tion and Jack is sitting with her and holding her hand, he
remembers
. . . how in the scream which had snatched me from
sleep that afternoon had been the bright, beautiful,
silver purity of feeling. It had been, I decided,
the true cry of the buried soul which had managed,
for one instant after all the years, to utter itself again. Well, she had loved Monty Irwin, I
supposed. I had thought that she had never loved
anybody. So now, as I held the hand, I felt not
only pity for her, but something like love, too,
because she had loved somebody. (351-352)
Still later, as he sees her off at the station when
she leaves Burden's Landing, Jack is able to realize that he
accepts his mother for the confused woman she is. Water
imagery also helps in explaining this final acceptance.
Instead of seeing his mother as something metallic, he now

•'-^Ibid., p. 257.
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sees her as "somebody who has fallen into deep water and
clutches for a rope and siezes it and hangs on a moment and
loses the grip and tries again and doesn't make it and knows
it's no use to try again" (428).

The bright, sharp click of

her heels has become "a desperate, slovenly clatter" (429).
Jack,has realized that she is human, and that she has learned
the truth about herself.

Standing with his cheek against

hers as she prepares to board the train. Jack discovers that
she is crying the healing, penitent tears.

This knowledge

that she has recognized her situation and done her best to
be honest about it by leaving the house to Theodore Murrell
has helped Jack accept everyone and everything else around
him.

He is finally able to realize, after leaving Tiny Duffy

stewing about Sadie's confession, that he is just like Duffy
because he considers using Duffy's methods for revenge.

This

realization finally makes him grow up and makes him able to
enter a mature marriage with Anne Stanton.

He is able to

say now that he and Anne are going "out of history into
history and the awful responsibility of Time" (438).
also knows that they will come

But he

back to "walk down the beach

by the bay, where the diving float lifts gently in the
sun. . . . "

In short, he has become aware of the unity of

human experience and his responsible place therein.
The plot of All the King's Men ties each of the characters to all of the others in some way.

Warren's careful
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use of water imagery helps to describe the characters, as
well as their interrelations.

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
There can be no doubt that water imagery plays a significant role in the plan of All the King's Men.

For two

reasons, water imagery is important for plot development
in the novel.

First, it provides points of reference which

help unify the novel by recurring in incidents which may be
widely separated by time and circumstances.
provides part of the critical action itself.

Second, it
Rain may

force the characters into situations which greatly alter
their entire lives, as it does when it forces Jack and Anne
together in the empty house.

Water forms an important back-

drop for Jack's summer affair with Anne, as well as helping
to show the genteel backgrounds from which they both come.
Warren's effective use of water imagery as a device to
create atmosphere has also been demonstrated.

Bad omens,

gloomy states of mind, and fateful scenes are often pictured
occurring in bad weather, as on the day of the assassination.
When Jack is depressed, the skies over his head are often
dark with rain.

Water imagery intensifies the atm.osphere

of guilt and suffering which pervades the entire novel.
Warren also uses water imagery to aid in the thematic
development of All the King's Men.

His contention is that

a man can only gain any quietitude on this earth by accepting
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his responsibility for the path which humanity takes.

This

theme is developed by water images in the career of Jack
Burden, from his innocence-seeking dives into sleep to his
crucial immersion into the bay when he knows that it is part
of the uncontrolled waters of the world.
Jack is not the only character who is developed partially by water imagery; all the characters are.

Their

appearances and actions are shown in terms of water imagery.
Their power over others is shown by the use of water imagery
So, too, are important changes in a character, as when Jack
sheds tears while talking about Judge Irwin's estate.
Water imagery is not the most important aspect of All
the King' s Men, for that responsibility must go to Warren's
meanings as developed by his characters and what befalls
them.

His skillful use of water imagery makes these mean-

ings more graphic and more understandable.
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